DO YOU HAVE SURPLUS INVENTORY?

MoovinV gives you the opportunity to liquidate
your excess inventory today! List your material for
international exposure, free of charge.

ARE YOU A BUYER?

Quickly find surplus material from our online onesite shop. The site currently hosts over a billion
US$ of surplus metal inventories!

MOOVINV LAUNCH NEW WEBSITE,
PROVIDING AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION FOR
BUYERS AND SELLERS OF RAW MATERIAL

T

he impact of the
Coronavirus Pandemic
has left various industries
experiencing unforeseen
difficulties. One significant
challenge both small and large
manufacturers are currently facing
is surplus inventories. With surplus
inventories comes a cost.
Meanwhile, other organisations
are experiencing difficulties with
their supply chain, due to some raw
material shortages.
To provide a solution to both
difficulties, MoovinV are proud to
announce the launch of their new
website. The newly designed site
- www.moovinv.com - matches
buyers to sellers of surplus

inventory, through an innovative
web portal. Its overall mission is
to resolve both continuous and
current supply chain challenges
within numerous sectors, such as
Aerospace, Defence, Oil & Gas and
the Medical industry.
The MoovinV site aims to give
sellers the economical solution
they currently need to liquidate
excess inventory. Through an
easily accessible online platform,
organisations are able to list their
surplus inventories for international
exposure, free of charge.
The new web portal also
addresses the unprecedented
challenges buyers face with cost
and availability. In the form of an

online one-site shop, buyers are
able to quickly find surplus material
from across the globe, using an
advanced website search engine.
Buyers can request quotes
simultaneously and purchase listed
raw materials at less than market
value cost. The site currently hosts
over a billion US$ of surplus metal
inventories, and the listings are
constantly growing!
Alongside this, MoovinV offer
support on sourcing raw materials
that are not listed on the site.
MoovinV was founded by
Aerospace Executives, who
had first-hand experience with
challenges such as line stoppage

and acquiring raw materials quickly.
In discussion of the new site,
Jacques Ouellet (CEO & Founder)
said “We are incredibly excited
to announce the launch of our
new website, following months
of commitment and hard work.
After the impact of COVID-19, we
hope the site can help a variety of
industries with both their buying
and selling process.”

MARKETPLACE FOR CERTIFIED RAW MATERIALS
MoovinV connects buyers and sellers of certified
raw material, using an innovative web platform.
We aim to provide a solution for ongoing supply
chain challenges.
www.moovinv.com
sales@moovinv.com
+1 877 776 0674

The surplus featured on the new
site includes a multitude of alloys, in
a variety of shapes and dimensions,
on a global scale.
For more information, and to view
the new site, please visit:
www.moovinv.com

GET IN TOUCH
CONTACT US PAGE: Moovinv.com
CALL: +1 877 776 0674
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